Number Table S1 . Figure S3 . Random Forest Feature Importance Analysis for Overlapping Length Prediction. The features include orientation case number, numbers of motif columns, DNA-binding-family-specific overlapping length statistics, average motif column entropies and its difference, all monomer occurring frequencies, all dimer occurring frequencies, column Euclidean distances at different overlapping positions, overlapping location indices with the minimal column Euclidean distances, column entropies and its differences at different overlapping positions, overlapping location indices with the maximal and minimal column entropy differences, and the cumulative averages of the previous measurements whenever applicable. Its details are tabulated in Table S2 . Figure S4 . Histograms of the 515 previously uncharacterized heterodimeric DNA motifs. The vertical axis denotes the corresponding number of previously uncharacterized heterodimeric DNA motifs (3) for each DNA-binding family combination on the horizontal axis. Figure S5 . Boxplot on the evolutionary conservation (i.e. PhyloP100way) for the newly synthesized heterodimeric motifs grouped by DNA-binding family combinations. The background denotes the mean conservation value across the whole human genome (hg19). Figure S6 . Boxplot on the log10 number of the enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms for the newly synthesized heterodimeric motif as computed using the default setting of GOMo (36) grouped by DNA-binding family combinations. Briefly, GOMo scans each motif on all available human promoters and compute the GO enrichment on the downstream target genes for each motif with its default setting. Figure S7 . Histograms of the 515 previously uncharacterized heterodimeric DNA motifs with or without reported interactions based on STRING in blue and red colours respectively (39). The vertical axis denotes the corresponding number of previously uncharacterized heterodimeric DNA motifs (3) for each DNA-binding family combination on the horizontal axis. 
